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Abstract 

In the current paper are presented the results of a multidisciplinary study 
(stratigraphical, sedimentological, geophysical and geochemical) combined with 
modern techniques (G.I.S. and remote seming). This study aims at integrating the 
natural and anthropogenic factors a/fecling the Korissia lagoon. It is a shallow 
coastal lagoon, communicating with the sea via an artificial channel. The area 
around the lagoon consists o.j' alluvial sediments hosting, in places, newly formed 
and/or "old" (pre - Holocene) sand-dunes, The broader area constitutes a post
alpine sedimentOl)' hasin characterised by smooth morphological reliet' The lower 
stratigraphic unit of the post-alpine sequence L\ a Pleistocene marly formation, 
which was detected as the hasement (5-15 Ohm,m) by the geophysical survey. The 
resistivity-based basement rnap implies the existence ofa ''palaeo-gulf'' trending E
W. These marls constitute the impermeable basemenr ofa shallow aquifer hosted in 
the area. The sa/inily of the lagoon is very high during summer (>40psuj but it does 
not affect significanrly the wel!s around it. The lagoon is well oxygenated, while the 
wells have lower D. 0. values. Ammonia and nitroles arr? the mam inorganic 
Nitrogen forms, in the lagoon and the wells, respectively. Phosphorus is the limiting 
.factor for phytoplankton growth. Human activities affect the area that is in need oj' 
an environmental management plan in order to prevent ecofogical degradation. 
Key JVords: Lagoon, Geomorphology, Geophysics, Stratigraphy, Geochelnistry, 
GIS. 
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uvv60o.(fjJo jJE: TI'] crpapj.lOyt] m5yxpovwv rcxvo),oyW)V (Ern. Kal rr]J.J::1CI(J/(07f1](JI]). 
I,'roxo~' Tile; ep£l)vae; ciVal I] a1COiij.IYJrTl'J rwv rpvalKdw KW o.V8pW1COyE:VWV napajJt:rpwv, 
nov (jWj.IOPrpwvovv TO YE:WncpljJaJ,JovilKO Ka8carw~' ilK AljJv0861a(faac; Koplaaiwv. 
IJpOKUWI yla. pia PYJXt] napo,Krw AljJvo061a(J(Ja, nov E:1ClK01VWVE:l jJC PI OOla(Jao. 
j.li:ocu evoe;- rCXVl]rov 6wvAoo. H IT:epIOXt] Ko.AvnrE:WI Kvpiw~' o.lT:O aMOVjJ1CC; o.lT:oOc(JE:le;-, 
E:VW KaYO. ronove;- anavwvv npoarparr::e;- t]/KW «no.Awi:C;» (npo-oAoKOlV1KCe;-) OiVE:C;. H 
cvpV rr:p11 nE:plOxtj alT:ordd jJia w:ra.AmKtj AcXo.VYJ I(YJjJo.royi:vcmlC;, t]mov yE:VlI(o. 
j.lOprpOAOyIKOV avay),vrpov. TYJv Kauurr:pl] arpwjJo.wyparp1KI7 E:vorYJw rYJe;- AfKa.vYJe;
anorcAd jJio. aKoAovOia jJapywv, I] onoia ana Til yewrpvalxt] i:pt:vva nov 
npo.yf./arono1I701]KC, mwrcJcci w YE:W11AeK:rPIKO vnojJo.Opo (5-15 Ohm. m). H 
,LloprpoJeoyia rYJe; lo'1Clrpo.VfWC; roo yWJYJAE:KrpIKOv vnojJ6.0pov vno&,KvvCl rYJv vnap(YJ 
E:VOC; «(7Co.AwoKOAm)1J» OIl] rTllfJCPIVt] Ocml rYJC; ),If.lvOOo.Jco.a(fa~·. 01 jJo.pycC; a IT:orcJcoVv ro 
a/5ranf::paro vnojJa8po roo rppcarlOV V6pOlPOPOO opi(ovra., IT:OV avo.JrivaacwJ ara. 
onfpKcijlE:vo. l(f]po.ra.. H aAo.rOrl]W ri]C; AIf./v08o.Jcaaoae;. nov eprpavi(ew.l l(jwlrcpa 
o.vC:YJjJf:vi] W KoloKo.ipl (>50 psu), ocv fni]pc6.(u ri]v IT:olori]w rov v6porpopoo 
opi(ovra.. H ),Jjlvo06Jo.(fao. no.poOmo.(cl WAtj oc;oyovwoy], E:VW 01 nj.u~c; ow),Vpf.VOV 
o,;oyovov ara nJ1Yo./5w civw Xapi]AorE:pce;-. H aj.ljJwvia KaJ ra. vlrpc0/5i] dva.I OJ KVplF;C; 
poprp(;e; (J.vopyavov a(dJwo, nov o.lT:avwvv rTr!] AJ,UvoOaAo.(faa. KW (fro. nYJyo./5lO.. 
avriarolxa. 0 rpw(Jrpopo~' alT:ordci IT:E:plOpJarlKO napo.yovTa YW ri]v a.vanw(11 rov 
rpvwnAa.yKrov. 01 a.vOpculT:oyE:licie;- opa(frl]pl0Tl]W; emlpE:6.(OVv rYJv ncplOxt], yla. rYJv 
olT:oio. nptm5J va f:(papf.loarci i:vo. ncpljJa)JovilKo rTxc610 (5wXcipJrTI]c;, npOKE:lj.;i;vov va 
anorpcvx8cf YJ vnoj3aOjll(JJ7 rYJe;-. 
At:~w; ")[;1I5u5.: /1 IpvoOaJ.(J.(Ja((, Tcwf./oprpoAoyia, nWrpomKJ7, L rpwjJo.royparpio., 
H·wX1llIcia. Ern. 

1. Introduction 

Coastal wetlands, apart from their ecological value, are ecosystems of socio-economic 
significance. Such geoenvironments are the products of interaction between land (geology, 
hydrology), marine (waves, currents) and atmospheric (precipitation, temperatnre) processes. 

The wetland under investigation is a shallow «1.5 m) lagoon, lying at the southwest of Corfu 
island. Korissia lagoon covers an area of approximately 5 kn/ and it is connected to the Ionian Sea 
via a narrow artificial channel, which allows the exchange of water between the basin of the 
lagoon and the open sea {Fig. I). 

During the last decades, in Greece, many coastal and/or inland wetlands have been studied in 
terms of their geology, sedimentology, hydrology and ecology. Such an example is the Gialova 
lagoon (Petihakis ef al. (999). The present study, based upon a multidisciplinary survey, aims to 
inter-relate all the physical and human factors that are involved in the formation and the evolution 
oflhe Korissia lagoon. 

2. Methodology 

In this paper are presented the preliminary results of a multidisciplinary approach. Within the 
framework of a multiparametric data acquisition project, comprising of field surveys and 
laboratorial work, the initial data available in the existing literature (Maragoudakis 1967, Leontaris 
1976, Tomara 2005) were verified and enriched, white emphasis was given to specific targets, 
considered to represent key issues affecting the evolution and geoenvi ronment of the KorisSla 
lagoon. Furthermore the implementation of a Geographic Information System (G.I.S.) was of 
crucial importance, providing valuable assistance for dataset management. 

Fieldwork operations were canied out during two periods, in September 2005 and March 2006. 
This was deemed necessary in order to study and describe the current geo-environmental situation 
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and the seasonal variability of the prevailing physical and chemical conditions and, moreover, to 
estimate the physical or anthropogenic factors affecting the ecosystem. The main tasks of the field 
survey, during the aforementioned periods were the study of the area's tectonic, stratigraphic and 
geomorphologic features, the implementation of in situ measurements of abiotic parameters (water 
temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, salinity), water and sediment sampling and an extensive 
geophysical survey. A detailed description of data acquisition operations follows below: 

Geomorphological-Sedimentological Features 

Three (3) topographic high resolution profiles (at 20 m intervals) were carried out across the strip 
of land that separates the lagoon from the Ionian Sea, with the use of handheld GPS and 
topographic rods. Along these profiles surficial sediment samples have been collected and 
analysed, together with samples recovered from the bottom of the lagoon with the use of a Van 
Veen grab, according to Folk's (1974) procedure. 

Geophysical Investigation 

Fifty (50) Vertical Electrical Soundings (VES) were carried out in the area around the lagoon, in 
order to investigate the stratigraphic structure of the subsurface geological formations, underlying 
the study area. In order to overcome the limitations imposed by the absence of borehole data, a 
number of five (5) in situ measurements (VES No 23, 30, 41, 49 and 50) were carried out at 
outcrops of the main geological formations. Thus, representative resistivity values were obtained 
to be used for the interpretation of geoelectrical soundings. All soundings were performed by 
applying the Schlumberger array configuration. Maximum current electrode spacing (AB) reached 
np to 430 meters. Current electrode spreading operation met difficulties due to the occasionally 
steep relief, the dense vegetation and district construction (streets, residences, fences, etc). A 
Terrameter SAS300B with Booster (ABEM) was used for these measurements. 

The geophysical data processing and interpretation was realised by applying the automatic method 
of Zohdy and Bisdorf (Zohdy 1989), implemented by the software DCINV proposed by Markku 
Pirttijdrvi (2004) and the commercial package WinSev6.1 ofW-GeoSoft, with very good results 

Geochemistry 

Surface water samples were collected from the lagoon, the communication channel and the open 
sea near the exit. Subsurface water samples were collected from wells around the lagoon. A small 
quantity of chloroform was added to each sample for nutrient preservation. The samples were 
filtered by Mil1ipore nitrocellulose filters (8 ,Lim and 0.45 ,Lim) and stored in a refrigerator. 
Temperature, salinity, conductivity and dissolved oxygen were measured in situ by YSI63 and YSI 
550A portable instruments. Ammonia, nitrites, nitrates and phosphates were measured 
spectrophotometrically (Grasshoff ef al. 1999). 

Several sediment samples were collected on September 2005 with the use of a Van Veen grab. 
Most of the lagoon's bottom was covered by grass and the samples contained large numbers of 
shellfish. The sediment samples were freeze-dried, dry sieved and analysed for Total N and Total 
P (Ladakis ef al. 2003). 

GIS Implementation 

The multidisciplinary character of this study, made the use of geographic information systems 
necessary. A geodatabase covering the needs of archiving and visualizing the data, obtained from 
different sources, sllch as geological - geomorphological fieldwork, geophysical measurements 
and chemical analysis was therefore designed and implemented. The system was based on a digital 
elevation model (DEM) of 5 meters vertical resolution and a series of remotely sensed images of 
different spatial resolution and acquisition dates. The images (IKON OS, Quickbird, Landsat 5TM, 
air-photos) were spectrally analyzed and combined for producing digital pseudo chromatic and 
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multi temporal images, used rn order to detect the progressive changes in the lagoon and the 
surrounding area. 

3. Resu Its and discussion 

3.1. Geomorphology 

The Korissia lagoon (Fig. I) is elongated in shape (5300 01 long and 1500 m wide) located parallel 
to the shoreline having a NW-SE orientation. It is shallow, with water depths below 1.5 m and 
connected to the sea via a narrow (8 01) and shallow «1 m) artificial channel. Moreover, the 
coastal exit of the channel is protected from the waves by artificially placed breakwaters 
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Figure 1- Location and geomorphologic features of the study area. Location of water & 
sediment sampling sites 

It is separated from the open Ionian Sea by a strip of land, up to 200 m wide, which can be 
distinguished into two parts: a part southwards the channel which consists of uplifted Plio
Pleistocene formations, including "old" sandy dunes with maximum elevations up to 15 m and an 
elongated deposit northwards the channel, that is essentially a beach barrier hosting lower recent 
sand dunes, reaching up to 2 meters height (Fig. 2). In addition, at the foot of the "old" (pre
Holocene) high dunes, modem dunes have been developed, whilst the presence of beach-rock 
fonnations along parts of the beach face indicates mixing of fresh and sea water. 

The nearshore bathymetry is smooth with the sandy bed dipping gradually with slopes up to 12 
degrees. Sub-bottom morphology, especially at the southern end of the lagoon shows a northward 
along shore sediment transport. 

Towards the hinterland, the lagoon is surrounded by a hilly relief with elevations up to 60 m. 
These hills represent "old" dunes of pre Holocene age, indicating the position of a palaeoshore 
zone. FUtthermore, their sedimentological and stratigraphic characteristics are similar to the 
aforementioned "old" dunes, located at the SW part of the lagoon. 
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Fignre 2 - Topographic profiles along the sections I, II and JII, whose locations shown on 
fIgnre 1. S denotes the locations of the surface sediment samples 

3.2. Geology - Stratigraphy 

The alpine basement consists of sediments belonging to the Ionian tectono-stratigraphic unit 
(Aubouin 1959, Jacobshagen 1986) of the external micro-plate of tbe Hellenides (Papanikolaou 
1997). At the broader area of the Korissia lagoon, only part of the Ionian stratigraphic column is 
exposed (Fig. 3). At the northeastern part (Gyftoneri, Kavalovouni), where the relief is relatively 
higher, there are highly brecciated limestones and gypsum representing palt of the Triassic 
evaporites. There is also a smaller outcrop of thick bedded limestones of Jurassic age at the 
northwestem pmt of the area, fonning the Kontrakas hill. The major pal1 of the alpine basement is 
covered by younger sediments which create a relatively impermeable layer beneath the formed 
lake. 
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Figure 3 - Geotectonic map of the study area 
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According to previously published studies, the oldest post alpine sed iments exposed around the 
lagoon area are of Pleistocene age (Ragl et aI.1997). The lower stratigraphic unit is a marine to 
brackish, predominantly grey, marly to clayey sedimentary sequence, lying unconfonnably over 
the alpine basement. The sequence is continuing with a 10m thick sandstone layer deposited over 
the 12 meters thick marls, ending with a thin sapropel layer of Late Pleistocene age. The sequence 
is slightly folded by open folds with E-W axis direction. Above these beds lies a formation 
dominated by siliciclastic sandstones, sands, and gravels, followed by a zone with fossiliferous 
cavernous, calcareous sandstones (corallinacean - packstone) of Late Pleistocene age. 

The aforementioned post alpine successions are covered by cross bedded sand dunes. The older 
dunes are found at higher altitudes parallel and adjacent to the tectonic contact between the alpine 
basement and the recent deposits. The most recent dunes are located along the southern coastline, a 
forming a beach barrier that separates the lagoon from the Ionian sea. The unconfonnity is clear at 
the beach of Richoneria where beach rocks are currently formed along the coastline. 

3.3. Geoelectrical Investigation 

In almost all soundings, a formation with resistivity values between 5.0-15.0 Ohm.m was detected. 
In situ measurements in marl ontcrops (YES 49 and 50), yielded resistivity values between S.S and 
13.0 Ohm.m. An example of the interpretation results of YES 16 and 23 are presented in figure 4. 
The fonnation of 7.0-9.0 Ohm.m is considered to represent the basement, corresponding to the 
lower stratigraphic unit of the post-alpine basin in the investigated area. 

According to the interpretation results of the geophysical investigation, a resistivity basement map 
was created (Fig. 5). This map shows that the absolute heights (elevation) of the basement, in the 
broader area, range from 40 to -30 meters. A 3D representation was drawn in order to visualize the 
relief of the surface of the geophysical basement (Fig. 6). 
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Figure 4 -Interpretation results of YES 16 and 23 

In the area of the lagoon the minimum absolute heights, approximately -20 meters, are observed in 
the western margin (YES 38). As indicated on the map of figure 5, the basement forms an 
asymmetrical sub-basin with its long axis trending E-W, delineated by the -10 meters contour line. 
The basement at the SE part of the investigated area submerges deeper (over -30 meters), probably 
indicating the existence of a different depositional environment. 
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Figure 5 - Resistivity basement map, based on the YES interpretation 

Fignre 6 - 3D representation of the geoelectrical basement 

3.4. Sedimentology 

The sediments of the beach zone consist mainly of sands (Table 1) with some gravels «10 %), 
which have been found on the foot of the beach face and/or along the benn-crest. In general, the 
subaqueous part of the beach zone is also sandy, while grain size becomes finer seawards. The 
granu!ometric characteristics of the sediment samples along the three sections (Figs I, 2) are 
presented on Table 1. 
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Table 1 - Sediment eharacteristics of the surface samples taken along the topographic 
sections (I, H & HI) from the beach zone and the old dunes (for locations see Fig. 1) 

Sample 
No. 

1 

2 

3 

Gravel 
% 

4.4 

0.7 

0 

Sand 
% 

95.8 

99.3 

100 

Mud Mz (Ji 
% (<I» (C1» 

Topographic profile I 

0.1 1.60 0.88 

0 1.65 0.50 

0 1.73 0.35 

Ski 

-0.35 

-0.08 

0.15 

Folk (1974) 
characterization 

(g)S 

(g)S 

S 

I 

i 

4 0 100 0 1.68 0.34 0.26 S 

5 0 100 0 1.57 0.44 0.02 S 

6 

7 

0.9 

0 

99.1 

99.9 

0 

0.1 

1.09 

1.58 

0.46 

0.38 

-0.3 I 

0.17 

(g)S 

S 

8 0 100 0 1.86 0.42 0.01 S 

9 0 99.9 0.1 1.57 0.49 0.41 S 

10 0 100 0 1.89 0.58 0.16 S 

11 0 99.9 0.1 2.42 0.63 -0. I I S 

12 0 1000 0 1.64 0.36 0.23 S 

13 0 100 

Topographic profile H 

0 2.173 0.47 0.31 S 

14 0 100 0 2.062 0.38 0.24 S 

15 0 100 0 2.140 0.41 0.35 S 

16 0 99.9 0.1 2.187 0.53 0.26 S 

17 

18 

0 

0 

99.9 

99.8 

O. I 
-

0.2 

2.457 

2.285 

0.59 

0.66 

-0.12 

0.06 

S 

S 

19 0 99.6 0.4 2.567 0.58 -0.11 S 

20 

21 

22 

23 

0 

0 

12 

0 

99.2 

99.8 

87.7 

100 

0.8 2.548 0.66 

Topographic profile In 
0.2 2.367 0.51 

OJ 1.963 1.39 

0 2.134 0.50 

-0.04 

0.25 

-0.44 

0.30 

S 

S 

gS 

S 

24 0 100 0 2.193 0.51 0.27 S 

25 0 100 0 2.463 0.55 -0.06 S 

26 0 999 0.1 2.491 0.58 -0.10 S 

27 0 998 0.2 2.569 0.56 -0.16 S 

"Old" sand dunes 

28 0 99.9 0.1 1.190 0.56 0.07 S 

29 0 99.9 0.1 1.821 0.34 -0.01 S 

- 1900
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The fact that the samples collected from the "old" (pre-Holocene) dunes are relatively coarser 
compared to those taken from the modern beach zone, indicates that the latter have been fonned, 
most likely, from the material of the aforementioned "old" dunes. 

3.5. Hydrology - Geochemistry 

The lagoon waters present exceptionally high values of salinity (>45 psu) during the summer, 
indicating the inOux of sea water and the excess of evaporatiou over precipitation (Table 2). On 
the contrary, salinity values are ~20 psu during winter (wet season) due to increased precipitation 
and groundwater contributions. The fact that lagoonal waters never become fresh, shows that there 
is always mixing with mariue waters, either through the communication channel and/or 
underground sea water intrusion. 

Table 2 - Physical characteristics [temperature (1'), pH, salinity (S), dissolved oxygen (DO)] 
of the waters from the lagoon, artificial channel, wells and the sea 

September 2005 March 2006 

Region Temp. (0 C) pH S (psu) DO (mg/l) Temp. (0 C) pH S (psu) D.O. (mg/l) 

Sea 25.4 7.9 37.1 9.1 14.7 8.1 35.7 9.8 

Channel 26.2 8.0 48.5 89 15.9 8.0 19.3 10.1 

Lagoon 23.6-262 8.0-8.4 >50 4.6-7.7 13.5-16.2 8.0-8.6 156-19.6 82-11 .2 

Wells 18.4-23.3 6.7-7.4 0.2-0.6 3.5-6.5 12.2-16.6 6.8-7.9 0.2-0.9 3.1-10.3 

Most of the su bsurface water of the area is used, through \Veils, for inigation. Agricultural 
activities of the area mainly include vegetable and flower cultivations. Fishing is also practised, as 
the lagoon bottom is covered by sea grass, which constitutes perfect food for fish and contains 
large amounts of shell fish and crabs. 

The saline water of the lagoon does not affect the wells, with the exception of wells WI (2.3 psu), 
W4 (18 psu) and W6 (2 psu). This is most probably due to their proximity to the lagoon. The 
lagoon water was well oxygenated during both sampling periods. The D.O. values were higher on 
March 2006, due to decreased salinity and temperature at that time. The wells, in general, have 
lower dissolved oxygen values than the lagoon both in late summer aud in late winter. 

The following diagrams (Fig. 7) show the seasonal fluctuations of the various form::. of nitrogen 
and phosphorous in lagoon and wells' water. 

W!lls 

-~~ i----------·--------
1 ~ir---l 

:t 4 I : 
2 ~ ! 
o t _ o1 '--'-__........-'-__'--~_-.J
 

~6~_ ~; 
1 

~ + NJ2- f'rn- FO\3- ~+ 

Figure 7 - Concentrations of nitrogen forms and phosphorous in the Lagoon and the well 
water samples (for sampling sites see Fig. 1) 

Alllmonia i::. the main inorganic N form in the Korissia lagoon (>75 %) wherea::. nitrates are the 
predominating N form in the wells around the lagoon, with values higher than 400 ~lgalJI. 
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All inorganic N forms in the lagoon exhibit higher values in winter than in summer. The opposite 
trend is observed for inorganic Nand P in subsurface water. The increased ammonia value in 
winter is attributed to the amount produced by the degradation of sedimental organic N 
(Diamantopoulou et af. 2006). 

The high values of nitrates in well water samples are an indication of fertilizers contamination of 
the wells. Freshwater input to the lagoon in winter, containing such amounts of nitrates is probably 
the reason for the increased nitrates value in the lagoon water at that period. On the other hand, no 
nitrates were detected in the lagoon on September and this can be attributed to the low freshwater 
input and the simultaneous seawater (no nitrates detection) intrusion to the lagoon during summer. 
Nitrites values in the lagoon were higher than nitrites values of sea water especially on March 
2006. 

Phosphates values in the lagoon were very low (below 0.08 I-lgaUI), whereas in the wells 
phosphates did not exceed 0.72 I-lgaUI with some exceptions that varied between 1.6-10 I-lgat/l 
indicating the existence of fertilizers contamination. Phosphorus is the limiting factor for 
phytoplankton growth in the Korissia lagoon (Tomara 2006, Diamantopoulou et a1. 2006) and as a 
result phosphates produced by sedimeutal organic P degradation, are consumed by aquatic t10ra 
very quickly. This results in the low phosphates values in the lagoon water at all sampling periods 
(Ladakis 2006). 

According to eutrophication criteria (Karidis et af. 1988), Korissia lagoon can be characterized as 
eutrophic, referring to all nitrogen forms, especially on March 2006 and oligotrophic referring to 
phosphorous at both sampling periods. 

4. Conclusions 

Based on the results of the present research, the lagoon and the surrounding area constitute a 
recently developed geological structure, which is still evolving. The "old" dunes located in the 
northern margin of the lagoon delineate a "palaeoshore". Moreover, the morphology of the surface 
of the resistivity basement (impermeable marly sequence), also supports the existence ofa fonner 
nan'Ow gulf, trending E-W. The SW part of the contemporary land strip, separating the sea from 
the lagoon, is associated with the earlier existence of a beach barrier. 

Today, the lagoonal waters are strongly affected by freshwater inputs, especially during winter 
time, whilst during the summer period the influx of sea water and the excess of evaporation over 
precipitation make salinity values higher (>45 psu) than those of the Ionian Sea. Moreover, human 
activities and mainly agriculture int1uence the lagoon's chemistry. The latter is also related to the 
aquatic flora. Accordingly, nutrient values in the lagoonal waters increase from autumn to late 
winter (wet period), while the opposite trend is observed in groundwater during the same period. 

The Korissia lagoon is an interesting and fragile coastal wetland and needs further study and 
continuous monitoring in order to avoid possible environmental degradation and to ensure its 
sustainable exploitation; whilst the latter can only be achieved through the implementation of an 
environmental management plan based upon the obtained scientific knowledge. 
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